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ECO-FRIENDLY FIRE SUPPRESSION TECHNOLOGIES
FOR THE 21ST CENTURY AND BEYOND ARE HERE NOW
FireStopper® introduces their industry changing Technology and Products that will revolutionize
the way individuals Governments, Commerce and Industry protect their lives, property and
irreplaceable. This is made possible through the World's 1st Personal, All-Purpose Liquid,
ECO-FRIENDLY, which are Rated and Listed, effective class (A-B-C-D-K), fire extinguishers,
portable system and bulk use concentrates.
With the introduction of FireStopper’s New Enviro-Safe ® PFE-FR (FFC) Liquid Technology,
the World can now have a simplified approach to safety.
For over a century firefighting and suppression application methods and techniques, called for
the use of the same old products and technologies. These commonly available and fire-class
limited products and equipment, are not proven to deliver a quick and safe termination of the
fire emergency. This tired and over-used firefighting system is both inefficient and expensive
to the individuals and their community at large and no longer acceptable.
In the current World economic and Environmental crisis, the Public, Commercial Interests,
Industry and Governments are keenly aware that they must implement new and efficient
methods of protecting the environment, infrastructure, assets, and reduce liability in all
economic ways whenever possible.
In contrast with all available portable fire extinguishers and bulk-use concentrates, the
FireStopper® line of Fire Extinguishers and Enviro-Safe ® Technology, for the first time ever,
can afford the consumer the first and only all class effective, A-B-C-D-K (A-B-E-D-F; E.U.
Classification), fire suppression products in The World. All FireStopper® portable fire
extinguishers are rated and listed, stored and usable in extreme low temperature
environments.
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Because of this advancement, you no longer have the burden of identifying different types of
fire extinguishers or bulk-use concentrates best suited for your needs in order to protect you
and your loved ones during the unforeseen and ever present danger of "Fire”. Nor, do you
have to wrestle with the problems and expense of identifying whether you need more than one
type of extinguisher to complete your total protection and the confidence that you can mitigate
any incipient fire emergency.
FireStopper® is here and now available worldwide to provide you the consumer the best, most
practical and economical portable fire extinguisher, system and bulk-use products ever
devised. With a single FireStopper® Extinguisher, you will be protected against any class of
fire you will encounter during any fire emergency.
FireStopper®, is the only Technology and Products that meet and deliver all the above
requirements and more…
For more information, please visit: http://firestopperinternational.com/
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